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About This Game

Enjoy an amazing new TWIST in Tower Defense! You control the layout of the battlefield, and you decide the paths your
enemies follow! Build and place powerful turrets to attack invading enemies. Then rotate the battlefield to force foes down your

preferred path of destruction. Be careful though, there are always multiple routes to control!

Combine tactical planning with strategic tower upgrades to slow, divert and damage your enemies. Carefully choose the
placement and upgrade levels of your towers, as each turret possesses unique strengths and weaknesses. Simply swipe to change

the routes your enemies take, allowing each tower to cause maximum carnage!

Features

Control the terrain - twist and turn enemies route while your towers destroy them!

Nine tower types to construct and upgrade, each with their own strengths and weaknesses.

17 gruesome enemies with different abilities, ranging from the speedy Boardog to the gargantuan Ghost.

Six unique and beautifully designed dream worlds containing many epic levels to conquer.

Discover massive boss enemies, each with their own fearsome attacks and abilities.

Cast formidable spells to avoid defeat when the going gets really tough!
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Beautiful dreamlike graphics take you on a vividly imagined journey.

Improved visuals and gameplay changes for the PC version!
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Title: Sleep Attack
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Bad Seed
Publisher:
Plug In Digital
Release Date: 28 May, 2015
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English,Italian,French,German,Czech,Dutch,Polish,Portuguese
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Took a chance on this DLC since there was no preview for it, but I must say, I'm very impressed with the quality of this work.
Well worth the money and will for sure be using this in my main project.. Hello, friend. I see you are a gamer of culture as well,
considering that you're even here reading this review for this particular game. Look, the fact that you're here at all is pretty
much all I need to know to tell you that you'll enjoy it—if, my transinternet powers of perception are accurate, that is.

If you're a fan of RPGs, old or new, anything and everything in the spectrum between Ultima and Skyrim, I highly reccomend
you play this game for a few reasons.

1. It's free. It literally costs you nothing to download it.

2. It's charming and well crafted, despite being 11 years old and made by a dev team you could count on one hand, a remarkable
feat given its quality.

3. Character customization is superb. Race, Axiom, and Class combinations merely define your starting equipment, and shift a
few of your stats around, but if you're patient enough to SMASH that "roll" button, you can get a good starting character
regardless of these three qualifiers. Any playstyle is possible.

4. The story, environment, music, dialogue (text only), and interface may not be up to Crysis standards, but they're pleasing to
look at, read, listen to, and interact with, respectively.

5. It is legitmately fun to play, especially when it comes to finding loot and slaughtering the innoc—UH, I mean, getting
experience points! Not counting the unhealthy number of times I save-scummed to get good items from random chests, or from
restarting my character a great many times after trying out all the classes and such, I'm told by the game that I've spent about 24
hours on it, in what I'm pretty confident is a 100% playthrough.

Why not step away from your existential crisises for a weekend and venture into the land of Thaermore? Besides, how many
RPGs have velociraptors in them? That's right, velociraptors, in the forest.. I remember playing this game in my elementary
school computer lab back in the late 90's. If you have similar memories, this game is a must-have in your collection for the sheer
nostalgia.

If you're looking for an educational game for the youngster in your life, you could do much worse. The visual presentation is
definitely dated, but the logic puzzles and pattern recognition mini-games are just as challenging as what you'd find in a modern
educational game.

Great throwback to share with your kids. Also great if you just want to hear that stump yell "MAKE ME A PIZZA" again.. A
unique physics-based game wherein you control a swarm of semi-independent particles. Your powerup determines how they
behave. You simply battle your swarms against the enemy and deplete theirs to destroy the enemy.

A blast to play, & certainly very hard to master. Also, gorgeous representation.. A pretty decent adventure game for fans of the
gnere.. Ukrainian Ninja is a game that I don't recommend at all because:
- have an acceptable price
- is a method to banish boredom but also you can become bored by playing it

Anyway... have trading cards.

Enjoy!. Nice action and graphics. I enjoyed the game play and the selection of weapons. Thumbs up!. Better than ATLAS
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My first Ace Combat game as I don't own a console.

As a PC player I've always had an itch for plane games but the selection of games out there was rather disappointing.. until Ace
Combat 7 finally came out on PC on February 1st.

The game is visually stunning and adds to the immersion that you're in a fast moving killing machine. The radio communication
of allies and enemies, the MISSILE alert when you have a missile on your tail, the sun blinding you, the pure chaos of a large-
scale dogfight.. all of this leads to an unparalleled experience of what it feels to be a pilot in the sky. You don't have the time to
observe and assess the situation. Don't think, just shoot. The slightest hesitation will lead to your plane being shot down.

Ace Combat 7 features a rather diverse set of planes of various nationalities (the Mirage 2000-5 being my favorite at the time of
review) and a lot of weapons you can experience with. You can customize your plane with parts/add-ons to further improve its
speed, maneuverability and weapons.

At the time of this review I've only played the campaign and not the multiplayer mode so I can't say anything about that. What I
can say however is that the campaign is challenging and well-made with impressive cutscenes and briefing scenes.
If you're a newcomer to the Ace Combat series like I am, you may have a bit of trouble learning the game at first but you will
pick it up quickly through shooting down swathes of hostiles. You will learn to maneuver around your enemies and outwit them
and become an Ace.. So much fun
If you like sand you will love this game. Interesting puzzle game. Sadly you can clearly tell this is designed for touch interface
and is much better suited to that, so this recommendation is either for you to get the mobile version or if you have a touchscreen
monitor.. If you are one of the few people who saw the DLC roster and realized they only wanted to play as Sub-Zero then read
on.

Gameplay-wise, nearly all his moves and abilities are copied straight from Mortal Kombat X, specifically from his cryomancer
variation in that game. Basically, if you know how to play as him there you're pretty much set.

Appearance-wise, he has recolors based on other Mortal Kombat characters (namely Reptile, Rain, Cyrax, Sektor, and Noob
Saibot) and a few gear options that resemble his classic ninja look more.

$6.00 feels a tad overpriced for a single character, but I know all too well WB Games won't rest until they get all the money in
the universe, and I'm a sucker for Sub-Zero so I caved in.. Great rpg , lots of fun . I`ve enjoyed it a lot so far.. With a little more
effort, this could have been really good. The graphics are nice and give an good gameboy-like feeling, the music is great and
retro, and the controls are good which is essential for jump and runs.
Unfortunately in its current state the game feels-have baked:
- There are no powerups - nothing. No hearts, no extra power, no other weapon mode, nada. And this just doesn't motivate,
especially if you are given the choice to take a more complicated way sometimes, which is just without any benefit, except some
acorns (=coins).
- The game doesn't remeber the controls once you changed them - very annoying.
- And what the heck is the point of playing if you just get a level selector in the beginning of the game?
Fix this tiny list and you have a solid jump and run.

. Sorry if this review is late but steam is glitching up for me at the moment. Wildlife Park 2 Fantasy is a small EP that is worth
the $1 price (if your a fan of this game). this pack contains two types of animals, dragons and unicorns. This is where the pack
becomes a little bit disapointing where there is simply a lack of other fantastical creatures such as; ogres, trolls, imps and other
creatures based around mythology. Overall this pack will please fans of this game and delivers a new idea that is never before
seen in zoo simulators.. Good piece of software. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 dev. Instead of making it MV
resource compatible as promised, the dude goes on and separately releases a slightly unpgraded version. Although it would make
my life slightly easier, I refuse to buy the upgraded version. I feel cheated enough as is.. Sequel to Sakura MMO, this game
continues the tale with more situations of miscues and accidental boob flashes. Based on your choices, you can continue the
romance you started in the first game, or choose another girl... and since there is no pop quiz to set that up, you basically start
fresh anyway. There is a patch to show more nudity, and some explicit scenes.

Would suggest getting in the bundle. While a decent story, it is still a Sakura game by Winged Cloud... Also, the game ends on a
cliffhanger... so there is likely to be a Sakura MMO 3 coming sometime....
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